LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
sion causing a defect with Jâ€”DSâ€”J
reflux (2) . Obviously,

The Jugular Reflux in Dynamic Brain Flow

mechanisms
We

have

been

greatly

interested

in the case

report

of

Ogawa et al. (1 ) concerning the problem of cervical venous

refiux during bain-flow imaging.
Since radiopertechnetate

flow studies are an integral com

ponent of all our brain studies ( 1500/year since 1969), we
agree with the authors that cervical venous reflux is indeed
a very rare finding. We have found only I 8 such cases in

9000 studiesâ€”an incidence of 0.2% (2). Many explana

other

than
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radiography (3). In spite of the slightly increased risk and
discomfort, we feel that this procedure may be justified when
precise correlative information is needed in the management

blood flow study, we can't agree with the suggestion of
Ogawa et al. to proceed immediately with invasive radio
graphic venography.
A simple noninvasive radiopertechnetate dynamic study
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compression

depict the extent and degree of obstruction, but may also
clarify its cause; aortic compression has been shown (4),
as well as the presence of masses not disclosed by plain

tions have been offered (2â€”4)but as cervical venous reflux
could also be a normal variant in a radionuclide cerebral

of the superior vena cava and innominate vein by means of
two peripheral-venous injections will simply and rapidly
discriminate between the pathologic and normal variants of
cervical venous reflux. With this approach, as observed in
our practice, nuclear medicine will contribute to the detec
tion of some unsuspected diseases, as is nicely illustrated
by the case report of Ogawa et al., without encouraging
unnecessary invasive techniques in otherwise normal patients,
which their report might suggest.
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Congratulations to Henry Wagner for his editorial â€œNu
clear Medicine in Motionâ€•in the January issue of the
Journal of Nuclear Medicine. Dr. Wagner emphasized

the

need for reappraisal of nuclear medicine's direction with
the knowledge

that even first-generation

computerized

trans

axial tomographic devices are excellent tools for anatomical
diagnosis. The success of these anatomical

diagnostic

ma

chines will force nuclear medicine to do what it can do
exceptionally well, that is the measurement of regional
physiology.

Reply
Several

The nondestructive, noninvasive properties of diagnostic
nuclear medicine permit a preventive approach to the
patterns

of cervical

reflux during

brain-flow

imag

detection

of disease. The promise of nuclear medicine is

ing have been described : diffuse reflux into numerous veins

to detect disease prior to the occurrence of anatomic ab

(1), internal jugular reflux (2), and jugular to dural sinuses

normalities.

to jugular (Jâ€”DS--J)reflux (2,3). In our report (3), we
did not recommend indiscriminate use of radiographic
venography to investigate every case of reflux. We referred
specifically to the Jâ€”DSâ€”J
pattern as suggestive of unilateral
innominate vein obstruction, and affirmed the correlative

value of radiographic venography.
on the left side (2,3).

We suspect

that aortic

com

pression of the left innominate vein (4) may be responsible

for some of these cases, and for a number of findings on
radionuclide venography: slight compression causing a de
fect in this vein without reflux (5) , moderate compression
causing a defect with jugular reflux, and marked compres
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I. Nuclear medicine is to physiology what diagnostic
radiology is to anatomy.
2. Biochemical and physiologic abnormalities occur

months to years before the anatomic manifesta

Most reported instances of jugular or Jâ€”DSâ€”J
reflux have
occurred

Several nuclear medicine adages should be considered
here:

tions of disease can be detected radiographically.
3. How something works is more important than
how it looks.

Nuclear Medicine is alive, well, and growing.
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